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This paper will serve two functions in the foot and ankle literature. First it will serve as a literature review to educate as to what foreign body induced membrane technique is and update its progress in the literature. Second this paper will delve into any literature pertaining to use of the Induced membrane technique within the foot and ankle, in order to educate foot and ankle surgeons as to all of the possible uses of the Induced membrane technique, outside of traditional long bone deficits.
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Masquelet proposed the IMT as an alternative to the vascularized bone free transfer and Ilizarov intercalary bone transport techniques. His desire was to: Minimize sequelae at the donor site of free flaps, reduce patient discomfort, and make the bone reconstruction more reliable3. The IMT has been shown to have 2 major roles in1 the promotion of bone healing: First the membrane was shown to have the ability to prevent resorption of non-vascularized autograft. Second the membrane has been shown to produce factors associated with bone healing. The IMT was shown in sheep models to prevent the resorption of cancellous bone while promoting bone healing4. The IMT was also shown to produce VEGF, TGF Beta 1, and BMP-2, factors deemed important in bone healing, in a rabbit model5.
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PMMA as the Foreign Body

Initially Masquelet and colleagues recommended the use of plain PMMA cement as the foreign body of choice. There were multiple reasons that the cement served as a good candidate. First it prevents collapse of soft tissue into the bony defect, second it served as an excellent witness of successful debridement in the absence of infection in 2 months\(^1\). In addition PMMA has high compressive strength and can be supportive\(^5\). Although this is a reasonable approach, peak levels of growth factors occur within one month as pointed out in Masquelet’s article printed in 2016. Thus, one would conclude it would be most beneficial to remove the cement spacer at 1 month and implement the new graft at that time\(^7\).

It has also been shown that any remaining bacteria, if present after debridement, may be harder to eradicate because of attachments that the bacteria can create to the PMMA spacer, or to remaining bone. In addition systemic antibiotics, may have difficulty reaching the site of infection because of compromised blood flow in PAD patients as well as in patients with OM where blood flow is decreased\(^8\). For these reasons, current techniques often incorporate antibiotics into the initial foreign body. The antibiotics have been shown to do the following: bathe the hematoma/seroma in high concentration levels of antibiotic required for bacterial biofilms destruction, it decreases the complications of systemic antibiotics, and costs less than systemic antibiotics\(^8,9\). Additionally, elution rates as well as interactions between PMMA and various antibiotics have been studied. The results show that there are several generic factors that determine the elution rate of antibiotics: The brand of bone cement, the volume and surface area of the bone cement, the amount of ABX mixed with the bone cement, and the turnover of fluid surrounding the bead\(^12,13\).

It was found that as methyl methacrylate is polymerized, there is an exothermic reaction that can potentially denature antibiotics and in turn leaving as little as a 5% release ratio\(^10\). Understanding this, antibiotics that do not denature under exothermic reactions are most frequently used including; vancomycin, tobramycin, gentamicin, and metronidazole. It has been shown that 100% of gentamycin, 70% of tobramycin and 90% of vancomycin can be recovered after polymerization\(^11\). In 2006 Alonso et al further examined antibiotics that could be useful in orthopaedic applications. They found that elution from PMMA was not only based on the factors listed above but also based on unique properties of the individual antimicrobial agents. They found that
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ciprofloxacin and levofloxacin, cannot be as easily recovered from PMMA as gatifloxacin. In addition they found that Linezolid had high peak concentrations and AUC as long as concentrations
were 7.5% or higher. Rifampin in this study was found to have two drawbacks: One it had the lowest rate of recovery following polymerization, and two addition of Rifampin to PMMA, prevented PMMA from setting up completely.\textsuperscript{14} However all ABX in their study with sufficient percentages were able to reach MIC for S. Aureus\textsuperscript{16}.

The most inclusive study looking at the use of PMMA to prevent biofilm formation by S. Aureus was performed by Sanchez Jr. et al. The study looked at: cefazolin ciprofloxacin, clindamycin, oxacillin, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, vancomycin, and the rifamycin derivatives rifampin, rifabutin, rifapentine, and rifaximin. Their conclusion was that only rifamycin derivatives were successful at eradicating S. Aureus. Also it was found that rifampin has a sustained release profile being released from PMMA for up to 14 days, and 49% had been released at that time compared to only 39% for vancomycin, other rifamycin derivatives profiles were’nt as promising.

**Foreign Body Alternatives**

Overall PMMA has a good elution rate, and functions well with a majority of antibiotics. Due to some of its short comings, research has been done to investigate alternatives. Ideally, these materials should work with a larger number of antibiotics, and wouldn’t serve as a nidus for infection like PMMA. Additionally, a main focus of looking into foreign body alternatives, is finding an alternative which can be used in a single stage IMT\textsuperscript{7, 18}.

Inzana et al. did an extensive review of biomaterials used for local infiltration of antibiotics. They broke biomaterials into four categories: Natural polymers, synthetic polymers, ceramics, and Composites\textsuperscript{9}. Of the natural polymers chitosan has the most unique and promising properties. Chitosan has both innate antimicrobial properties. Additionally, it has a better extended release profile of antibiotics in vitro\textsuperscript{20}.

The synthetic polymers have been extensively researched. The two most commonly studied synthetic polymers are polyesters, and polyanhydrides. Of the two polyesters are more popular; however they have a less predictable rate of degradation, and thereby have a less predictable elution rate. Polyanhydrides on the other hand have a rate controlled or zero order release kinetic profile.\textsuperscript{21} Lastly both polyesters and polyanhydrides have been deemed biocompatible by the FDA, but both have reported instances of excess inflammatory reaction.

Of the Ceramics, Calcium Sulfate is most commonly used followed by calcium phosphate. Elution of ceramics is found controlled by diffusion and is not affected by degradation\textsuperscript{6}. Ceramics are also osteoconductive in nature, a feature not shared by other biomaterials. In general Calcium Sulfate has been the most commonly used biodegradable, biomaterial, used for local infiltration of antibiotics. Similar to PMMA it appears that Calcium Sulfate has elution kinetics that are dependent on the volume and surface area of the calcium sulfate construct ( In particular 3.0mm beads have an elution rate that is much higher than that of beads with a 4.8mm size), also individual characteristics of the individual antibiotics play a role\textsuperscript{22}. However there have not been any studies looking at other variables, such as correlations between amount of ABX used and elution rates, the turnover of fluid around the calcium sulfate and elution rates, nor have there been any studies looking at the various brands of calcium sulfate and their elution rates. All of which have been examined in PMMA\textsuperscript{12, 13}.

When comparing elution rates of Calcium sulfate to PMMA, and when looking at various antibiotics, calcium sulfate nearly always has a higher or equal elution rate. It also has a sustained
elution rate over a longer period of time. When looking at Tobramycin, Calcium Sulfate eluted 17% at 24 hours whereas PMMA only eluted 7%, in addition calcium sulfate eluted tobramycin for a longer time following initial release, and in higher concentrations. Cefazolin along with voriconazole, and a combo of tobramycin with vancomycin have also been shown to have higher elution rates in calcium sulfate than PMMA. However all of these studies were in vitro studies of calcium sulfate elution rates.

When looking at in vivo studies, PMMA and calcium sulfate have similar results in regards to infection eradication with 86% eradication at 24 months post operatively for both. The most outstanding difference shows in the number of surgical reoperations. PMMA had over 2x as many re-operations compared to calcium phosphate spacers. Other in vitro and in vivo studies support these findings.

A rather unique feature of calcium phosphate is its ability to be printed into 3-D structures, allowing surgeons to fill the dead space in a manner that matches the original bony architecture that was removed. The final group composites are a combination of various biomaterials. In particular often a natural or synthetic polymer is combined with a ceramic. This is done in order to maximize the osteoconductive nature of the ceramic, with the sustained elution rates of the synthetics, or increase biological performance when mixed with a natural polymer. Overall the results of many studies show that there will be a future with many diverse biomaterials.

There is currently miniscule literature comparing newer biomaterials to PMAA. Of the 40 studies which used newer biomaterials reviewed by Inzana et al., only 10 were direct comparison of the alternative biomaterial to PMMA. Of those 10 only 2 of the studies showed a bio-material out-performing PMMA. The only advantage of other biomaterials reliably reproduced is the reduction in reoperation rates when comparing calcium sulfate and PMMA.

A major deficit in biomaterial literature is a lack of validation that biomaterials create the same membranous biofilm that PMMA does via histological comparison. This is important as the one study comparing silicone induced membranes to that of a PMMA induced membrane showed that they had a very different composition. It was found that PMMA in rats produced a thicker 2 layer membrane at 9 weeks whereas the silicone produced a thinner single layer membrane at 9 weeks and then a somewhat thicker 2 layer membrane at 13 weeks.

Source of Autograft for the IMT

There are two main sources for non-vascularized cancellous autograft, reported in the literature, that are used in the IMT: iliac crest and femur. The Iliac crest is the classic location for bone graft harvesting.

Traditionally the Iliac crest could only be used to harvest cancellous bone for smaller defects as only 27 cm³ is harvested on average from the iliac crest. However with the use of acetabular reamers volumes as high as 90 cm³ have been harvested. Acetabular reamers are a faster method of producing cancellous bone, with a decreased OR time and decrease in cost. Myeroff et al. looked at complications associated with iliac crest harvesting. Minor complications consisted of: persistent or long-term pain at the harvest site, superficial sensory nerve injury, superficial hematoma or seroma, and superficial infection vs major complications consisting of: deep hematoma requiring operative drainage, incisional hernia, permanent neurologic injury, vascular injury, sacroiliac joint injury, ureteral injury, permanent Trendelenburg gait, donor-site fracture, and deep infection. After performing a literature search Myeroff found that complications varied significantly from study to study with the minor complication rate ranging from 7.1% to 39%, and the major complication rate ranging.
from 1.8% to 10%. Younger et al. and Westrich et al. found that major complications increase with medical comorbidities, whereas both major and minor complications increase with smoking status and increased BMI. Additionally, there have been multiple studies comparing acetabular reaming of the iliac crest to traditional harvesting methods. There has been no reduction in the minor complications, however there is a significant reduction in the major complications with acetabular reaming. There have also been case reports of additional complications that are not seen in traditional iliac graft harvesting (spino pelvic dissociation, caused by the reamer going through the harvesting site leading to complete disruption of the posterior pelvic ring).

Harvesting cancellous bone from the femur is a more modern technique with the use of a reamer irrigator aspirator (RIA) to remove the cancellous bone. The RIA was developed for femoral reaming in order to reduce the risk of pulmonary complications that often accompany reaming of the femur. However as an unintended benefit of using the RIA. It was found that large quantities of cancellous bone could be harvested, approaching 90 cm³. Several studies have compared the cancellous bone graft from the femur via RIA to that of the iliac crest. The first study looking at this by Shmidmaier et al. in 2006 concluded that they had similar compositions of growth factors noting that RIA had greater concentrations of 5 out of 7 of the growth factors measured. Saqi et al. performed the first study to directly compare the histological and molecular profiles of the 2 bone grafts. The results of the study showed that the RNA expression profiles of each graft was unique, even when accounting for age, sex, the patient, or any identifiable comorbidity. Additionally they concluded that RIA had greater expression of genes for vascular, skeletal, and hematological repair, and finally RIA also had increased stem cell markers, and additional growth factors.

Although RIA appears to produce larger numbers of growth factors and has a greater number of identifiable genes associated with bone healing. There is no evidence to support that genes expressed with RIA are better and lead to better bone healing when used in the IMT, therefore union rates are used as for comparative analysis.

Two notable studies compared RIA to iliac crest graft for union rates. The first looked at tibiotalar fusion, with the use of either RIA or iliac crest graft. The results showed that there were 6 nonunions of 27 patients in the iliac crest graft whereas there was only 1 nonunion of 29 patients when RIA was used. The second study looked at 133 patients with either nonunion or post traumatic segmental bone defect. It was found that 86% of patients receiving the iliac crest achieved union, and 81% of patients with the RIA achieved union.

The final factor when comparing iliac crest grafts to RIA femoral grafts is the complication rate. Most of the studies agree that there is no difference in complications requiring reoperation for persistent nonunion or infection at the grafted site. However most articles sight a significant difference in donor site pain scores when the two are compared. Although not a complication, it is important to mention that there was no difference in duration of hospital stay between the RIA and iliac crest groups. Rozalia et al. further examined this topic determining that RIA had a complication rate of RIA was found to only be 6% whereas the complication rate of iliac crest bone harvesting was found to be 19.37%. Most of the complications found to be related to RIA were related to improper reaming technique, such as over aggressive reaming of the neck of the femur, violation of the knee, and penetration of the anterior cortex. There was however one complication that was life threatening when a reamer was lodged in the femur, leading to significant blood loss and bradycardia. Harvesting of the Iliac crest had common complications such...
as Infection, hematoma formation, fractures, and most commonly donor site pain which was 7.75% of iliac crest bone harvesting complications.43

Overall it appears that RIA is the superior technique for cancellous bone harvesting based on the literature. The femur produces an adequate supply of bone graft for large defects, and RIA is a faster and cheaper procedure. Histologically and genetically, no conclusions can be drawn. All current studies show RIA has higher or equal rates of union, and all though there may not be a significant difference in complication rates, the literature does support that it has significantly less donor site pain. In addition multiple authors believe that there is a learning curve to RIA and with practice most of the complications can be reduced as they are related to improper technique.41, 43 These studies are looking at bone union when graft was used in cases of nonunion, fracture, and repair of bone defects. However these studies did not compare RIA and iliac crest harvesting in terms of the IMT. One of the only IMT studies to use RIA cancellous bone graft found that their patients had outcomes comparable to that if iliac crest bone graft with 90% of patients achieving union.44 Although this one study is promising Masquelet et al. points out that RIA cancellous bone graft has the appearance of wet thick powder that may result in part of the graft not becoming completely vascularized secondary to a lack of porous structure 7.

**Novel applications of the IMT**

Initially the IMT was developed for the treatment of long bone defects, in particular the tibia1. Since that time it has been used in maxillofacial surgery, hand and wrist surgery, and of focus in this paper in the foot and ankle region.46-51

One of the first case reports in the literature was the reconstruction of the medial cuneiform via the IMT, for a patient who had bony and soft tissue destruction secondary to a motorcycle accident. In the study PMMA was placed into the defect site, occupying the space that the medial cuboid had previously occupied. The PMMA sufficiently maintained length of the medial column until it was removed and iliac crest graft was added. After consolidation the talonavicular, cuneonavicular, intercuneal, and 1st metatarsal cuneiform joints were fused. Patient was able to return to activities of daily living at 12 months.48

Another case involving the medial column was published in 2009 also, but differing in that the MOI was a gunshot to the right lower extremity, injuring the 1st metatarsal, medial cuneiform, and navicular. This injury resulted in medial arch collapse. For this patient a bridge locking plate was used for internal fixation to maintain length, until the PMMA with tobramycin could be added. Upon removal of the PMMA spacer, in this case RIA of the femur was used in place of iliac crest graft. Fixation with a locking plate was made to bridge the gaps between the 1st metatarsal and the calcaneus and talus. Although it was not reported when the patient was able to return to activities of daily living it was noted that at 1 year follow up there was bone healing, and graft incorporation.49

Another study showed reconstruction of the 1st metatarsal following open fracture with bone and tissue loss. A mini-external fixator was used to keep the metatarsal out to length, and the non-viable bone and tissue were removed while PMMA was implanted. After removal of the PMMA, an induced membrane had formed. RIA of the femur was placed into the membrane and 2 locking plates were used to hold the 1st metatarsal out to length. At 10 months the 1st MTPJ was fused due to instability, however the 1st metatarsal cuneiform joint was left undisturbed. At 14 months the patient had no pain and was able to resume activities of daily living.50

A final forefoot IMT was described in a diabetic patient with charcot who developed OM secondary to an ulcer caused by their collapsed
arch. After 3 debridements the patient was left with a flail foot which was missing the lateral 1/3rd of the medial cuneiform, the entire intermediate and lateral cuneiforms, and a majority of the cuboid, with some lateral cortex left intact. External ring fixation was used, to hold alignment and length, while a PMMA spacer with gentamicin was placed. Later the medial column was fused via beaming, and a cement spacer was placed. 6 weeks later additional fusion incorporating the first metatarsal, medial cuneiform, navicular, and talus bone of the foot was performed to redistribute forces of the foot and iliac crest. Corticocancellous bone graft was placed at that time into the induced membrane. He was eventually fitted with custom molded shoes and a rocker bottom. At 5 months, after iliac crest corticocancellous bone graft placement, he was able to weight bear without crutches. At 25 months there was confirmation of graft integration without signs of infection.

There has also been one case report of using the IMT in the rearfoot. In this case a patient sustained multiple fractures after falling from 12 meters. The open fracture of the calcaneus was graded a Gustilo Anderson type 2, and subsequently was infected. Following debridement, the void was filled with calcium sulfate with Vancomycin. After 8 weeks a CT was performed verifying membrane formation, and iliac crest graft was placed in the membrane. Time to ambulation was not noted, however at 1 year fusion was verified on x-ray. It was noted that, Bohler and Gissane angles were still abnormal and decreased calcaneal height was observed. This article was unique in that the authors presented it with the perspective that it may have been done in a one stage IMT. They based this on the fact that the calcium sulfate had created a substantial membrane, and is resorbable. However they noted that it was not performed secondary to the original spacer not including bone graft.

Discussion

 Plenty of research remains to be done in regards to IMT. The literature has only begun to scratch the surface of what is possible with this technique. In regards to our current state, which material appears to be the best? Literature shows PMMA is a proven means in inducing a membrane that not only does not resorb non-vascularized cancellous bone but also produces factors conducive to bone growth. In addition studies have shown that PMMA will work well enough with Rifampin to prevent biofilm formation. More recently it has been shown that it is effective enough at treating S. Aureus to levels beyond detection. However, PMMA is not without problems. It will not work with all antibiotics, has various elution rates, and is not resorbable necessitating additional surgery after initial implementation.

The leading alternative calcium sulfate, has never had its induced membrane analyzed, has had few case reports, and does have significant seroma formation. Benefits have been show with use of calcium sulfate such as: 1) decreased reoperation rates 2) Better elution rates 3) Potential for a single stage IMT. At this time it would be prudent for additional histological and gene expression testing to be performed before a single stage IMT is used with calcium sulfate. Unless the organism that is cultured in a patient's infection is not covered by antibiotics with which PMMA is compatible, there is no substantiated evidence that calcium sulfate is advantageous in patients with OM in which the IMT is planned.

Regarding discussion of the best method for ascertaining allograft for implementation into the induced membrane; at this time, it appears that RIA from the femur is superior. This is based on increased amounts of growth factors found in RIA femoral grafts, increased union rates with RIA femoral grafts, a decreased complication rate, and finally its successful use in the induced membrane technique. Still additional studies need
to be performed, as it would be helpful to see a prospective study directly comparing the two grafts in a given patient population.

Finally it has been shown that the IMT is not reserved for long bone deficits only. There are several articles that illustrate the function of the IMT in both the forefoot and rearfoot\textsuperscript{48,51}. Although the materials used to induce the membrane and form new bone may evolve into a single stage procedure. It appears that the induced membrane technique will continue to have utility within the field of bone reconstruction for long as well as other bony structures.
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